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A Consensus-ADMM Approach for Strategic Generation Investment in Electricity Markets

Vladimir Dvorkin, Jalal Kazempour, Luis Baringo and Pierre Pinson

Abstract—This paper addresses a multi-stage generation investment problem for a strategic (price-maker) power producer in electricity markets. This problem is exposed to different sources of uncertainty, including short-term operational (e.g., rivals’ offering strategies) and long-term macro (e.g., demand growth) uncertainties. This problem is formulated as a stochastic bilevel optimization problem, which eventually recasts as a large-scale stochastic mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) problem with limited computational tractability. To cope with computational issues, we propose a consensus version of alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM), which decomposes the original problem by both short- and long-term scenarios. Although the convergence of ADMM to the global solution cannot be generally guaranteed for MILP problems, we introduce two bounds on the optimal solution, allowing for the evaluation of the solution quality over iterations. Our numerical findings show that there is a trade-off between computational time and solution quality.

Notation

The main notation is listed below while other symbols are defined throughout the paper as needed. A subscript $t$, $h$, $k$, $h'$ in the notation refers to the corresponding values in the $t^{th}$ time stage/ $h^{th}$ long-term scenario/ $k^{th}$ operating condition/ $h'$th market scenario. Superscript/subscript $(::)$ stands for the existing ($E/e$) and candidate ($C/c$) generation units, respectively. In addition, supscripts Conv and WP stand for conventional and wind power units, respectively.

A. Sets and Indices

c $\in C$ Set of candidate generation units.
d $\in D$ Set of demands.
e $\in E$ Set of existing generation units.
h $\in H$ Set of wind-load operating conditions.
(k, k') $\in K$ Set of short-term market scenarios.
r $\in R$ Set of rival generation units.
(t, $\tau$) $\in T$ Set of time stages in the planning horizon.
(γ, $\gamma'$) $\in \mathcal{G}$ Set of long-term scenarios.

B. Parameters

$\alpha$ Amortization rate [%].
$\beta_{t,hkd}$ Utility of demand $d$ [$/MWh]$.
$
\begin{align*}
& c_{\gamma c}^{(\cdot)} \quad \text{Marginal cost of generation unit } c \text{ [$/MWh$].} \\
& c_{\gamma r}^{inv} \quad \text{Capital cost of candidate unit } c \text{ [$/MW$].} \\
& c_{\gamma r}^{R} \quad \text{Offering price of rival unit } r \text{ [$/MWh$].} \\
& D_{\gamma c} \quad \text{Discount factor [%].} \\
& T_{\gamma c} \quad \text{Investment budget [$].} \\
& R_{\gamma h}^{\cdot, CF} \quad \text{Capacity factor of wind power unit } \gamma \text{ [p.u.].} \\
& R_{\gamma h}^{D} \quad \text{Demand factor of demand } d \text{ [p.u.].} \\
& N_{\gamma h}^{c} \quad \text{Weight of operating condition } h \text{ [h].} \\
& P_{\gamma h}^{\cdot, D} \quad \text{Offering quantity of rival unit } r \text{ [MW].} \\
& P_{\gamma h}^{D} \quad \text{Maximum load of demand } d \text{ [MW].} \\
& X_{\gamma h}^{E} \quad \text{Installed capacity of existing unit } e \text{ [MW].} \\
& X_{\gamma c}^{C} \quad \text{Maximum capacity of candidate unit } c \text{ [MW].} \\
& \pi_{\gamma LT}/\pi_{\gamma MS} \quad \text{Probability of long-term/market scenario } \gamma \text{ [-].} \\
& \chi_{\gamma SoS} \quad \text{Security of supply factor [p.u.].}
\end{align*}$

C. Decision variables

$T_{\gamma h}^{\cdot, D} \quad \text{Offering quantity of unit } \gamma \text{ [MW].}$
$P_{\gamma h}^{\cdot, D} \quad \text{Dispatch quantity of unit } \gamma \text{ [MW].}$
$P_{\gamma h}^{D} \quad \text{Dispatch quantity of demand } d \text{ [MW].}$
$P_{\gamma h}^{R} \quad \text{Dispatch quantity of rival unit } r \text{ [MW].}$
$X_{\gamma c}^{C} \quad \text{Capacity of candidate unit } c \text{ [MW].}$
$\beta_{\gamma h}^{\cdot} \quad \text{Offering price of unit } \gamma \text{ [$/MWh$].}$
$\lambda_{\gamma h} \quad \text{Market-clearing price} [$/MWh].$

I. INTRODUCTION

Among various decision-making problems in power systems, generation investment problems are one of the most complex to tackle from the computational point of view. They need to comprehensively account for different sources of uncertainty, including short-term (e.g., renewable production) and long-term (e.g., demand growth) [1]. They are even more complicated in a market environment due to uncertainty induced by market participation strategies of competing producers [2]. The computational burden of these problems is further increased for a price-maker (strategic) producer since it requires a closed-loop system to model the impacts of its strategic decisions on market outcomes [3]-[5].

Unlike price-takers, a price-maker producer is capable of altering market equilibrium outcomes to its own benefit by making strategic offering decisions.
One natural approach to model this closed-loop system is to use bilevel programming [6], which itself is a computationally demanding framework. There is an extensive literature exploring the use of the bilevel problems for the market-based generation investment – see [2] for a thorough survey. The bilevel investment problems normally recast as mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) problems [7], [8].

Thus, they are prone to certain computational limitations and generally underperform in case of realistically sized power networks. There are two general practices to reduce computational complexity of bilevel investment problems: (i) to introduce simplifying assumptions, e.g., ignore the dynamic (multi-year) representation of investment decisions or discard considering all short- and long-term uncertainty sources, and (ii) to implement decomposition techniques. The second practice is generally more preferable since it allows for computing more informed investment solutions in polynomial time.

Decomposition methods for MILP problems generally fall into two categories: stage-based methods, e.g., Benders decomposition [9] and its variations, and scenario-based, e.g., consensus alternating direction method of multipliers (consensus-ADMM) [10], that is also referred to as progressive hedging [11]-[13]. The benefit of the former methods is that the optimality of the solution might be controlled over iterations through two bounds provided by a master problem and a set of sub-problems. However, the computational complexity of the master problem increases due to new cuts added at each iteration. The decomposition methods based on ADMM, instead, distribute the computational load among subproblems proportionally, and their complexity does not increase over iterations. As a shortcoming, there is no guarantee that they necessarily converge to the global optimum in case of MILP problems. However, recent developments propose provable performance guarantees for such problems [14]-[16].

This paper proposes a scenario-based distributed algorithm based on consensus-ADMM to solve strategic investment problems with extensive representation of both long- and short-term uncertainties and multi-stage planning horizon. Unlike traditional algorithms in [12] and [13], the proposed algorithm relaxes non-anticipativity conditions of both long- and short-term decision trees, thus splitting the original bilevel problem into a set of smaller bilevel problems with significantly lower computational needs. Using the framework of [16], we prove the existence of the global bound on the optimal solution of the original bilevel problem. We then introduce an alternative local bound based on the tightness of nodes of short- and long-term decisions trees. The two bounds are to converge over iterations allowing for a practical performance guarantee: if the gap between the bounds closes at the last iteration, the algorithm provides the global optimal solution.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the considered strategic generation investment model and its reformulation as a MILP problem. Section III explains the proposed consensus-ADMM algorithm and bounds on the optimal solution. Section IV illustrates the application of the algorithm and its ability to reach the global optimum. Section V concludes the paper.

II. STRATEGIC INVESTMENT PROBLEM

A. Uncertainty and Decision Trees

Investment decisions in power systems are subject to a wide range of uncertainties. To support informed decisions of the strategic producer, we account for the following uncertainty sources. First, the hourly variability of system load and wind power is considered through the finite set of operating conditions $H$. Each condition is given by wind and load power factors and corresponding weight of that condition. The weight of each condition is the number of hours during the investment period represented by that condition. Second, short-term uncertainty is given by a set of market scenarios $K$ describing the variability of price offering strategies of rival producers and demands. Finally, long-term uncertainty set $G$ contains the ambiguity of investment cost, demand growth and rivals’ investment decisions. In this work, we rely on scenario representation of short- and long-term uncertainties.

Short- and long-term uncertainties shape the decision-making process of the producer as illustrated in Fig. 1. At each time stage of the planning horizon, the producer decides investment $X_t^{\gamma_c}$ in candidate conventional and wind power units. Inside each investment period, it needs to decide participation strategy expressed through offering quantities $\bar{P}$ and prices $\beta$ for existing and candidate units.

B. Bilevel Problem Formulation

The proposed bilevel problem consists of an upper-level (UL) problem and a set of lower-level (LL) problems as depicted in Fig. 2. The UL problem maximizes the expected profit of strategic power producer throughout the planning horizon by computing optimal investment and market participation decisions. Using this bilevel setup, the strategic producer anticipates the market clearing outcomes in the LL problems as a function of its strategic decisions made in the UL problem. The LL problems are specified for each time stage of the planning horizon, short-term scenario, long-term scenario and operating condition. These problems are
Upper-level problem (1a)-(1j) (Expected profit maximization)

\[ \max_{\Delta_{\text{UL}}} \sum_{t \in T} \sum_{\gamma \in \Gamma} \sum_{c \in C} D_{t} \left\{ \sum_{e \in E} \pi_{e}^{\text{LT}} \left( \sum_{h \in H} \sum_{k \in K} \pi_{k}^{\text{MS}} \left( \sum_{c \in C} \lambda_{\gamma h k}^{C} \right) \right) + \sum_{c \in C} \lambda_{\gamma h k}^{C} \left( \sum_{e \in E} c_{e}^{C} P^{E}_{\gamma h k e} + \sum_{c \in C} \left( \alpha_{t} \sum_{e \in E} m_{t}^{e} \sum_{y \in \gamma} \lambda_{\gamma h k}^{C} \right) \right) \right\} \]

s.t. \[ X_{\gamma c}^{C} = X_{\gamma c}^{C} \quad \forall t, (\gamma, \gamma') \in \mathcal{G}_{t}, c, \]
\[ 0 \leq X_{\gamma c}^{C} \leq \bar{X}_{\gamma c} \quad \forall t, \gamma, c, \]
\[ \sum_{c \in C} \sum_{e \in E} X_{\gamma c}^{C} P^{E}_{\gamma h k e} \leq \bar{T}_{t} \quad \forall t, \gamma, \]
\[ \sum_{c \in C} P^{C}_{\gamma h k e} + \sum_{e \in E} P^{E}_{\gamma h k e} + \sum_{r \in R} P^{R}_{\gamma h k e} \geq \lambda_{\gamma h k}^{\text{SoS}} \sum_{d \in D} P_{\gamma h k d}^{D} \quad \forall t, \gamma, h, k, \]
\[ 0 \leq P^{C}_{\gamma h k e} \leq X_{\gamma c}^{C} K_{h}^{\text{CF}} \quad \forall t, \gamma, h, k, c \in \mathcal{C}^{\text{WP}}, \]
\[ 0 \leq P^{C}_{\gamma h k e} \leq X_{\gamma c}^{C} \quad \forall t, \gamma, h, k, c \in \mathcal{C}^{\text{Conv}}, \]
\[ 0 \leq P^{E}_{\gamma h k e} \leq X_{\gamma c}^{E} K_{h}^{\text{CF}} \quad \forall t, \gamma, h, k, e \in \mathcal{E}^{\text{WP}}, \]
\[ 0 \leq P^{E}_{\gamma h k e} \leq X_{\gamma c}^{E} \quad \forall t, \gamma, h, k, e \in \mathcal{E}^{\text{Conv}}, \]
\[ \beta_{\gamma h k e}^{E} \geq 0 \quad \forall t, \gamma, h, k, c, e, \]

Lower-level problems (2a)-(2g) \( \forall t, \gamma, k, h \) (Market clearing)

\[ \max_{\Delta_{\text{LL}}} \sum_{t \in T} \sum_{\gamma \in \Gamma} \sum_{k \in K} \sum_{h \in H} \sum_{e \in E} \lambda_{\gamma h k}^{C} \left( \sum_{e \in E} c_{e}^{C} P^{E}_{\gamma h k e} + \sum_{c \in C} \lambda_{\gamma h k}^{C} \left( \sum_{e \in E} c_{e}^{C} P^{E}_{\gamma h k e} + \sum_{c \in C} \left( \alpha_{t} \sum_{e \in E} m_{t}^{e} \sum_{y \in \gamma} \lambda_{\gamma h k}^{C} \right) \right) \right) \]

s.t. \[ 0 \leq P^{C}_{\gamma h k e} \leq X_{\gamma c}^{C} K_{h}^{\text{CF}} \quad \forall t, \gamma, h, k, c \in \mathcal{C}^{\text{WP}}, \]
\[ 0 \leq P^{C}_{\gamma h k e} \leq X_{\gamma c}^{C} \quad \forall t, \gamma, h, k, c \in \mathcal{C}^{\text{Conv}}, \]
\[ 0 \leq P^{E}_{\gamma h k e} \leq X_{\gamma c}^{E} K_{h}^{\text{CF}} \quad \forall t, \gamma, h, k, e \in \mathcal{E}^{\text{WP}}, \]
\[ 0 \leq P^{E}_{\gamma h k e} \leq X_{\gamma c}^{E} \quad \forall t, \gamma, h, k, e \in \mathcal{E}^{\text{Conv}}, \]
\[ \beta_{\gamma h k e}^{E} \geq 0 \quad \forall t, \gamma, h, k, c, e, \]

where \( \Delta_{\text{UL}} \in \{ X_{\gamma c}^{C}, P^{C}_{\gamma h k e}, P^{E}_{\gamma h k e}, P^{E}_{\gamma h k e}, \beta_{\gamma h k e}^{E} \} \) is the set of strategic producer’s decision variables, comprising investment decisions in candidate units and offering quantities and prices for both existing and candidate units. The UL objective function (1a) is discounted expected profit from operations of existing and candidate units subtracting investment costs. Constraints (1b) are non-anticipativity conditions on investment decisions enforced at each time stage by incidence matrix \( \mathcal{G}_{t} \). The matrix \( \mathcal{G}_{t} \) ensures that investment decisions in adjacent scenarios \( \gamma \) and \( \gamma' \) at time stage \( t \) are identical for all possible realizations of long-term uncertainty set \( \mathcal{G} \) at time stages following \( t \). Inequalities (1c) and (1d) limit the installed capacity of candidate units and associated expenses with upper bounds. Regulatory constraints (1e) enforcing security of supply prevent the strategic producer from causing capacity shortage in the system. Finally, a set of constraints (1f)-(1j) defines bounds on the supply functions, i.e., on offering power quantities and associated prices for each existing and candidate generation unit. The dispatch quantities and market clearing prices are treated as parameters in the UL problem that are obtained by solving the following set of the LL market clearing problems:

\[ \left\{ \max_{\Delta_{\text{LL}}} \sum_{d \in D} b_{t d}^{D} P^{D}_{t d h k} - \sum_{r \in R} \beta_{t r h k e}^{E} P^{R}_{t r h k e} - \sum_{r \in R} \beta_{t r h k e}^{E} P^{E}_{t r h k e} \right\} \]

s.t. \[ \sum_{r \in R} P^{R}_{t r h k e} + \sum_{e \in E} P^{E}_{t r h k e} + \sum_{r \in R} P^{E}_{t r h k e} - \sum_{d \in D} P^{D}_{t d h k} = 0 : \lambda_{t r h k} \]

where \( \Delta_{\text{LL}} \in \{ P^{D}_{t d h k}, P^{R}_{t r h k e}, P^{C}_{t r h k e}, P^{E}_{t r h k e} \} \) is the set of primal LL decision variables that includes dispatch of generation and load units for each time stage, long-term scenario, short-term scenario and operating condition. In addition, \( \lambda_{t r h k} \) is a market clearing price that is obtained as dual variable of (2b). The LL objective function (2a) represents the market social welfare, subject to power balance (2b) and dispatch limits of generation and load units (2c)-(2g). All UL variables are treated as parameters within the LL problems, which makes the LL problems linear and convex.

To derive a single level equivalent, the lower-level problems (2) are replaced with their Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. The non-linear terms in (1a), i.e., product of dual prices and dispatch quantities of existing and candidate units, are replaced with their exact linear equivalents as explained in [2]. Besides, the linear equivalents of the complementarity slackness conditions are obtained using special ordered set of type 1 (SOS1) variables as explained in [17]. As a result, the bilevel problem is recast as a single-level MILP problem.

### III. PROPOSED CONSENSUS-ADMM ALGORITHM

#### A. Algorithm Description

Decomposing the single-level equivalent of strategic investment problem (1)-(2) per long-term scenario by relaxing non-anticipativity constraints (1b) would result in a number of sub-problems corresponding to the size of scenario set \( \mathcal{G} \). Resulting sub-problems are still stochastic problems due to short-term uncertainty accounted for in set \( K \), and themselves might be still difficult to solve. Thus, the relaxation of the
long-term decision tree might not be sufficient to reduce computational complexity of the problem. Our algorithm suggests to relax decision trees associated with both long-term and short-term uncertainties, such that the resulting sub-problems become deterministic, requiring less computational effort to solve.

Let $X_{t \gamma k}$ be a vector of investment decisions in a set of investment options $C$ at time stage $t$ that is specific for a pair of short- and long-term scenarios. Then, for particular long- and short-term scenarios $\gamma'$ and $k'$, the non-anticipativity constraints (1b) are reformulated as follows:

$$X_{t \gamma k} - X_{t \gamma' k'} = 0 \quad \forall t, (k, k') \in K, (\gamma, \gamma') \in T,$$  

where $X_{t \gamma' k'}$ is a global variable which requires scenario-specific investment decisions to coincide according to the conditions enforced by long- and short-term non-anticipativity matrices $G_t$ and $K$. Unlike $G_t$, matrix $K$ states that short-term scenario-specific investment solutions have to coincide at all time stages of the planning horizon. By relaxing (3), the amount of sub-problems is now defined by a number of long- and short-term scenarios. Let us then denote a coefficient vector and a vector of all decision variables of each sub-problem by $c_{t \gamma k}$ and $x_t$, respectively. Vector $x_t \in Q_{t \gamma k}$, where $Q_{t \gamma k}$ is a time- and scenario-specific non-convex feasible set of each sub-problem. By fixing $\mu_{t \gamma k}$, we denote a dual variable of (3). Then, the proposed iterative algorithm writes as follows:

$$X_{t \gamma k}^\nu \leftarrow \operatorname{argmax}_{x_t \in Q_{t \gamma k}} \left\{ \sum_{t' \in T} \left( c_{t' \gamma k}^T x_{t'} - \mu_{t \gamma k}^{\nu - 1}^T x_t \right) \right\}, \quad \forall t, \gamma, k,$$  

$$X_{t \gamma k}^\nu \leftarrow \frac{\sum_{t' \in T} \pi_{t' \gamma k}^L \pi_{t' \gamma k}^M s_{t' \gamma k}}{\sum_{t' \in T} \pi_{t' \gamma k}^L \pi_{t' \gamma k}^M}, \quad \forall t, \gamma, k,$$  

$$\mu_{t \gamma k}^\nu \leftarrow \mu_{t \gamma k}^{\nu - 1} + \rho \left( X_{t \gamma k}^\nu - X_{t \gamma k}^\nu' \right), \quad \forall t, \gamma, k,$$  

where $\nu$ is an index of iterations. As the first step, investment decisions are obtained in sub-problems (4) for each pair of long- and short-term scenario and a time stage. The objective function of (4) is represented by the scenario-specific objective function (1a), augmented by two penalty terms.

The first term results from augmenting (3) into objective function (1a), augmented by two penalization terms. The second proximal term drives the algorithm towards convergence. As the second step, the algorithm updates the global variable in (5) as a probability-weighted average solution over adjacent scenarios, defined by matrices $G_t$ and $K$. Last step is a dual update according to (6), where factor $\rho$ penalizes the deviation of specific investment decisions from the corresponding average solution. Convergence of the algorithm is verified over iterations by $g_{t \gamma k}^\nu$, which indicates weather scenario-specific investment decisions coincide with respective global variable, such that:

$$g_{t \gamma k}^\nu \leftarrow \| X_{t \gamma k}^\nu - X_{t \gamma k}^\nu' \|, \quad \forall t, \gamma, k.$$  

Convergence is reached when (7) remains below a predefined tolerance $\epsilon$.

**B. Bounds and Performance Guarantee**

Here we aim at introducing two bounds on the optimal value of objective function (1a) that provide a practical performance guarantee for the proposed algorithm. Leveraging the framework in [16], we introduce the global upper bound GUB for multi-stage investment problem with relaxation of long- and short-term decision trees as follows. We start by introducing the following proposition.

**Proposition 1.** By denoting a vector of optimal investment decisions as $X_{t \gamma k}^\nu$, the following condition holds for each iteration of the algorithm:

$$\sum_{\gamma \in \mathcal{C}_t \forall k \in \mathbb{R}} \pi_{t \gamma k}^L \pi_{t \gamma k}^M \mu_{t \gamma k}^\nu X_{t \gamma k}^\nu = 0 \quad \forall t \in T.$$  

**Proof:** It is provable by induction. Let consider iteration zero, in which dual update (6) is defined as

$$\mu_{t \gamma k}^0 = \rho \left( X_{t \gamma k}^0 - X_{t \gamma k}^0' \right), \forall t, \gamma, k.$$  

Then, by definition of $X_{t \gamma k}^\nu$, in expectation it rewrites as

$$\sum_{\gamma \in \mathcal{C}_t \forall k \in \mathbb{R}} \pi_{t \gamma k}^L \pi_{t \gamma k}^M \mu_{t \gamma k}^0 \left( X_{t \gamma k}^0 - X_{t \gamma k}^0' \right) =$$  

$$\rho \left( \sum_{\gamma \in \mathcal{C}_t \forall k \in \mathbb{R}} \pi_{t \gamma k}^L \pi_{t \gamma k}^M \left( X_{t \gamma k}^0 - X_{t \gamma k}^0' \right) \right) = 0.$$  

By induction, the same holds for subsequent iterations.  

We now define $D_{t \gamma k}$ as an optimal solution to the following problem:

$$D_{t \gamma k}^\nu = \max_{x_t \in Q_{t \gamma k}} \sum_{t' \in T} \left( c_{t' \gamma k}^T x_{t'} - \mu_{t' \gamma k}^\nu^T x_t \right).$$  

Then, the global upper bound GUB is introduced with the following theorem.

**Theorem 1.** By denoting the global optimal solution of the stochastic problem (1)-(2) as $\hat{z}$, the following condition holds at each iteration of the algorithm:

$$\text{GUB} = \sum_{\gamma \in \mathcal{C}_t \forall k \in \mathbb{R}} \pi_{t \gamma k}^L \pi_{t \gamma k}^M D_{t \gamma k}^\nu \geq \hat{z}.$$  

**Proof:** From the definition of $D_{t \gamma k}$,

$$D_{t \gamma k} \geq \sum_{t' \in T} \left( c_{t' \gamma k}^T \hat{x}_{t'} - \mu_{t' \gamma k}^\nu^T \hat{x}_{t'} \right) \forall t, \gamma, k.$$  

Taking into account Proposition 1,

$$\sum_{\gamma \in \mathcal{C}_t \forall k \in \mathbb{R}} \pi_{t \gamma k}^L \pi_{t \gamma k}^M D_{t \gamma k}^\nu \geq \sum_{\gamma \in \mathcal{C}_t \forall k \in \mathbb{R}} \pi_{t \gamma k}^L \pi_{t \gamma k}^M \sum_{t' \in T} \left( c_{t' \gamma k}^T \hat{x}_{t'} - \mu_{t' \gamma k}^\nu^T \hat{x}_{t'} \right) \geq \sum_{\gamma \in \mathcal{C}_t \forall k \in \mathbb{R}} \pi_{t \gamma k}^L \pi_{t \gamma k}^M c_{t \gamma k}^T \hat{x}_{t} = \hat{z}.$$  

Thus, at any iteration $\nu$, GUB $\geq \hat{z}$.  

We then introduce a local upper bound denoted by UB, that is defined based on the tightness of the adjacent nodes of the relaxed short- and long-term decision trees. By fixing
investment decisions to the ones provided by (4), at each
iteration the UB is computed as follows:

$$UB^g = \sum_{g \in G} \sum_{\gamma \in \Pi_k} c_{\gamma k} \pi^g_{\gamma k} \left[ \max_{x_i \in X_{\gamma k}} \sum_{t \in T} c_{t \gamma k} x_t \right].$$

The two bounds tend to a common basis since the nodes of short- and long-term trees get tighter over iterations. By definition, $$\lim_{\rho \rightarrow 0} UB = \hat{\pi}$$. As shown in [16], with a proper tuning of penalty factor $$\rho$$, GUB $$\rightarrow \hat{\pi}$$. Consequently, we introduce a practical performance guarantee based on the gap between the two bounds. If $$||UBL-UB||^2 = 0$$ at the last iteration, the algorithm provides the global optimal solution of (1)-(2), and this norm is nearly zero close to the optimum.

IV. Simulation Results

We consider the instance of a moderate-scale power system to derive the optimal solution provided by the original extensive formulation of the stochastic MILP problem (1)-(2). By extensive formulation solution, we mean the direct solution of (1)-(2) without using decomposition. This optimal solution is used as a benchmark for the proposed algorithm. Detailed data description and codes for all simulations are available in the online appendix of the paper [18]. The simulations are performed using CPLEX 12.1 under GAMS on an Intel Xeon processor E5-2680 with 8 cores clocking at 2.8 GHz and 128 GB of RAM.

The system initially consists of seven conventional generation units, five of which are rival units and two belong to the strategic producer. The total installed capacity of all generation units is 1500 MW. The load is represented by a single demand block of 1050 MW. The investment horizon consists of two time stages with three years in between. Three candidate technologies are available for investments: CCGT, coal, and wind power units, with investment costs increasing in that order. Investment budget is such that it is never binding in any scenario. The uncertainty of wind power production is described by five operating conditions, while demand factor is fixed to 1 across all operating conditions. The long-term uncertainty is characterized by three equiprobable demand growth scenarios, in which the demand at the second time period is 20% higher, the same, or 20% lower than that in the first period. Similarly, three market scenarios with equal probabilities are considered, such that the rival offering prices are 10% higher, the same, or 10% lower than the initial marginal costs. Further description of the test case is available in [18].

We first directly solve the extensive MILP formulation of (1)-(2) to obtain the optimal solution. Then, we apply the proposed consensus-ADMM algorithm with the relaxation of both long- and short-term decision trees. With this decomposition, the original problem is decomposed into a number of sub-problems, one per each pair of long- and short-term scenarios, i.e., nine sub-problems in this study. Table I summarizes the complexity of two solution alternatives. Compared to the extensive formulation, the number of integer variables in each sub-problem is reduced by 89%, so that their execution would require much less computational efforts.

In the optimal solution of extensive formulation, the expected profit amounts to $184.6 million, while 14.8-MW of coal and 88.2-MW of wind power generation are built at the first time stage. The application of the proposed ADMM algorithm results in nearly the same investment solutions which depends on the setting of algorithm’s parameters, as illustrated in Table II. With small values of penalty factor $$\rho$$, the solution in nearly identical to the optimal one with the slight difference explained by algorithm tolerance $$\epsilon$$, which is set to 0.5 MW. By increasing $$\rho$$, the solution deviates from the optimum in a sense that investment in the coal generation slightly decreases in favor of increased investment in stochastic wind generation. The ADMM algorithm estimates the expected profit in terms of bounds on the optimal solution as depicted in Fig. 3. It shows that the accuracy of the profit estimate reduces in $$\rho$$: for small $$\rho$$, both upper bounds coincide in the optimum, while with higher $$\rho$$ the estimate is distorted due to the increased gap between two bounds.

![Fig. 3. Bounds on the expected profit obtained for different values of penalty factor $$\rho$$](image_url)

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Extensive formulation</th>
<th>ADMM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of variables</td>
<td>9 648</td>
<td>1 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continues</td>
<td>5 688</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>3 960</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of constraints</td>
<td>6 613</td>
<td>739</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Computational Performance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Extensive formulation</th>
<th>ADMM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of iterations</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time [s]</td>
<td>3624</td>
<td>1632</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Bounds on the expected profit obtained for different values of penalty factor $$\rho$$
The computational performance of the proposed ADMM algorithm is compared with that of the extensive formulation in Table III. Among three values of $\rho$ tested, the simulation time for the ADMM algorithm is at most half as much as the time required for the non-decomposed implementation, and it depends on the choice of penalty factor $\rho$. Small penalty factors result in more precise investment solutions but require more computational resources. Higher values of $\rho$, instead, drastically reduce the execution time, e.g., nine seconds against nearly an hour, at the expense of slight deviation from the global optimum. This way, by tuning the algorithm settings, a decision-maker can choose a trade-off between the quality of the solution and corresponding simulation time.

Finally, we show the evolution of both bounds on the optimal objective function value in Fig. 4. It shows how the quality of the solution could be traced over iterations depending on the distance between two bounds. At the very first iteration, the nodes of both long- and short-term decisions trees are not tight enough that results in a large gap between the two bounds. This gap reduces over iterations while each scenario-specific investment decision is driven towards the consensus. For small values of penalty factor, both bounds eventually coincide in the global optimum, empirically ensuring the optimality of the solution.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a suitable consensus-ADMM algorithm to improve the computational tractability of the strategic investment problems in electricity markets. It is based on the relaxation of non-anticipativity conditions of both short- and long-term decision trees of a power producer and their restoration over iterations. Using the proposed algorithm, a decision-maker could include large sets of uncertainties without resorting to restrictive modeling assumptions. Due to non-convexity of the original bilevel problem, we introduce a performance guarantee based on the tightness of two bounds on the optimal solution. The algorithm proves to converge to the global optimal solution with a proper tuning of ADMM parameters. Particularly, we show that even with small values of penalty factor, the algorithm results in the optimal solution with the simulation time around 50% of that provided by the extensive formulation. The algorithm drastically reduces the execution time, e.g., from 27 minutes to 9 seconds, yielding a near-optimal solution with a relative gap between the two bounds of 0.5%.
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